
ENC 2135-111: Investigating and Engaging Social and 
Political Problems

Instructor: Noah Patterson
Email: njpatterson@fsu.edu

COURSE DESCRIPTION

ENC 2135 fulfills the second of two 
required composition courses at Florida 
State University. ENC 2135:
• stresses the importance of critical 

reading, writing, and thinking skills 
emphasized in ENC 1101

• the importance of using writing as a 
recursive process involving invention, 
drafting, collaboration, revision, 
rereading, and editing to clearly and 
effectively communicate ideas for 
specific purposes, occasions, and 
audiences 

• focuses on effectively incorporating 
outside sources into papers and 
composing in a variety of genres for 
specific contexts. 

We’ll move through three critical projects:
• an analytical essay
• a research essay
• a cross-genre project
These projects will help you develop a 
sense for what these genres and voices 
do for you as a writer, and the rhetorical 
agency to make creative choices to suit 
your own purposes.
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COURSE OBJECTIVES

By the end of the course, you will 
demonstrate the ability to:
• Write artful prose in a variety of genres;
• Respond to the needs of different 

audiences;
• Understand generically-situated voice, 

tone, and level of formality;
• Be aware that it usually takes multiple 

drafts to create and complete a 
successful text;

• Develop flexible strategies for your 
process; i.e., generating, revising, 
editing, and proof-reading;

• Understand writing as an open process 
that permits writers to use later 
invention and re-thinking to revise their 
work;

• Understand the collaborative and social 
aspects of the writing process;

• Learn to critique your own ideas and 
others’ work;

• Read and compose in several genres 
and understand how genre conventions 

COURSE PHILOSOPHY

ENC 2135 teaches writing as a recursive 
act; that is, not always linear, not firm, not 
final. In order to demonstrate this, the 
course will encourage the collaborative 
process of invention, drafting, and revising. 
This course is going to challenge the 
ways you’ve been taught to write. High 
school English prepared me to write a 
five-paragraph essay for a test, to never 
begin without a clear thesis statement in 
mind (often before I researched or wrote 
a word), and to pull all-nighters to create 
a first—and final—draft. But this template 
won’t help you across genres. It won’t help 
you when your computer science professor 
wants an eight-page paper on CSS, and it 
won’t help you when you reach your senior 
year and embark on a unique, and lengthy, 
senior seminar or honors thesis. 

But! Our time together will help. You’ll take 
your work through at least three drafts. 
The first unit tasks you with an essay to 
begin developing strategies to engage 
with rhetorical concepts, especially genre. 
The second unit asks you to compose in 
an academic genre: the researched essay. 
You will write on a social issue you find 
engaging and incorporate no fewer than 
ten sources, seven of which must be 
academic, scholarly, and/or peer-reviewed. 
The third unit asks you to use the research 
conducted in your second project and re-
present the argument made in that essay 
across three genres. Finally, you will be 
asked to write a rationale that explains 
the rhetorical choices you made in each 
genre and how you see those choices 
as rhetorically effective for your context 
and audience, as well as write a final 

reflection that explores what you learned 
about genre and rhetorical situation and 
how the project added to, challenged, or 
complicated your theories and practices of 
composing. These texts will be compiled 
and presented in a final E-Portfolio.

You’ll show these texts to your peers, and 
may decide, based on their suggestion, 
to reorganize your work. Or, you may set 
out arguing one perspective only to find 
at the end you are actually on the other 
side. Good! These skills—adaptivity, mental 
flexibility, and a razor-focus on making 
meaning and communicating effectively—
will help you with college-level writing.



COURSE MATERIALS

Braziller, Amy and 
Elizabeth Kleinfeld. The 
Bedford Book of Genres: 
A Guide and Reader. 
Bedford, 2018. E-Copy.

All outside readings will 
be posted to Canvas.

GRADE BREAKDOWN

A: 93-100 C: 73-76
A-: 90-92 C-:70-72
B+: 87-89 D+: 67-69
B: 83-86 D: 63-66
B-: 80-82 D-: 60-62
C+: 77-79 F: 0-59

COLLEGE-LEVEL 
WRITING REQUIREMENT

To demonstrate college-level writing 
competency as required by the State of 
Florida, the student must earn a “C-” or 
higher in the course, and earn at least 
a “C-” average on the required writing 
assignments. If the student does not earn 
a “C-” average or better on the required 
writing assignments, the student will not 
earn an overall grade of “C-” or better in 
the course, no matter how well the student 
performs in the remaining portion of the 
course. 

ABOUT OUR 
COURSEWORK

In the first week, you’ll choose a social 
or political problem that you care about. 
What keeps you up at night? Human rights 
violations? Social justice? Child welfare? 
Rape culture? Immigration? Violence? Civil 
Rights? Homelessness? Climate change? 
Government spending? Student debt? The 
skyrocketing cost of textbooks? Free trade 

Social or Political Problem

Electronic Portfolio 80%
Project One 20%
Project Two 25%
Project Three 25%
Final Presentation 10%

In-Class and Preparatory 
Work

20%

Preparatory Assigments 10%
Journals, Blogs, & 
Participation

10%

shape and are shaped by readers’ and 
writers’ practices and purposes;

• Locate and evaluate (for credibility, 
sufficiency, accuracy, timeliness, 
and bias) primary and secondary 
research materials, including journal 
articles and essays, books, scholarly 
and professionally established and 
maintained databases or archives, 
and informal electronic networks and 
internet sources;

• Use strategies such as: interpretation, 
synthesis, response, critique, and 
design/redesign to compose texts 
that integrate your ideas from those 
appropriate sources.

PROJECT BREAKDOWN



Project Three: Cross-Genre 
Project (25%)

agreements? Unhealthy food in Suwanee? 
Through our three major assignments, you 
will take an issue that matters deeply to 
you and analyze how professionals who 
are making a difference on your issue 
compose texts to engage others. You will 
research the latest academic arguments 
and, finally, create your own compositions 
which will add to the ongoing conversation 
that exists beyond our classroom. 

(Assignment sheets with specific 
instructions will be provided for each 
assignment. Assignments receive an ‘as-
is’’ place-holder grade upon submission 
and an updated, final grade based on 
revisions in the E-Portfolio.)

Overview of Major 
Assignments

You’ll write a short analysis of an effective 
text professionals use to engage other 
people on your issue. Whether a The 
New York Times Opinion article, a trending 
Ted Talk, a John Oliver clip, or a Twitter 
account with over 80 million followers, 
find an example in which your problem, 
and perhaps a solution, is articulated well 
and effectively garners public attention. 
Why does it work? What can we learn 
about composing a text in the same 
genre from this example? How could you 
emulate what’s best in their work to make 
a difference yourself? 

The final analytical essay will be a 
minimum of 1,250 polished words and 
is due Wednesday, 2/6. You will also 
compose a 250-word ‘theory of writing’ 
articulating what you learned about your 

Project One: Analytical Essay 
(20%)

Your second assignment asks you to 
compose in an academic genre: the 
research essay. You will take the same 
problem you identified in project one and 
dig in deep. What do the experts inside 
academia have to say about your problem? 
How have they defined it? What solutions 
do they offer? What areas have they 
remained silent on, and how can you push 
the conversation forward? Where do the 
experts disagree? What side are you on, 
ultimately? What unique contribution can 
you add to the conversation right now to 
make a difference? 

The final research essay will be a minimum 
of 1,750 polished words and is due by 
Monday, 4/1. In preparation for the 
research essay, you will put together an 
annotated bibliography consisting of 1,000 
polished words. You will also compose a 
250-word ‘theory of writing’ articulating 
what you learned about your writing 
process and what it takes to produce 
critical research.

Project Two: Research Essay 
(25%)

writing process and what it takes to 
produce excellent analysis.

Project three asks you to take the 
argument you made in project two and re-
interpret it across three different genres. 
How can you take what you’ve learned 
and engage the most people, based in part 
on the genre analysis you did in project 
one? Will you make a documentary short? 
Write a poem or a short story? Create a 
Facebook group to organize a textbook 



Our final will take the form of an 
ePortfolio, a web-based collection of your 
best work. Your portfolio can follow the 
design and conventions of a variety of 
online genres: a blog, webzine, online news 
site, or general interest website. The point 
of the project is to reencounter and revise 
your work, reflect on your writing progress, 
and demonstrate your development at 
using our recursive, process-approach 
to writing, command of voice, and 
adaptability to a variety of audiences. 
You will upload your three projects (their 
points will comprise the vast majority of 
the possible points for the portfolio), and 
your minor projects. The portfolio will be 
professional and creative, something you 
might link on your resume that you send 

Throughout the semester there will be 
opportunities for informal, ungraded 
writing that allows a space for exploring 
and developing ideas. To receive credit, 
you must submit a 100-250 word journal 
assignment on time, and demonstrate 
a knowledge of and engagement with 
the assigned topic. These writings will 
not be evaluated for grammar and style, 
but, rather, content and mastery of the 
material. The 100-250 words will not 
count towards the final word count 
of 6000 words. Some journals will be 
assigned to be completed in class, whereas 
others will be assigned as out-of-class 

Writer’s Journal (5%)

Overview of Minor 
Assignments

exchange? While it’s not required, I do 
encourage you to choose compositions 
that you can actually use to make an 
impact on the issue that you care about.  

You will also present your three genres 
to the class during the final E-Portfolio 
presentation. You might perform a song, 
demo an original video game, show a 
documentary, do a powerpoint, read 
poems or stories, etc. Any format is fine, as 
long as we get a taste for your work.

The final cross-genre project will be a 
minimum of 500 words across all three 
genres and is due by Monday, 4/22. In 
addition, you will write a rationale (500 
polished words) that explains the rhetorical 
choices made in each genre and why you 
made them. How did you chose to engage 
your audience in a particular context?

Final: E-Portfolio (80%, the 
above 3 projects combined)

to prospective employers or that you 
might link in your application for academic 
scholarships and honors in the future.

In addition to uploading your major 
projects, and a selection of your minor 
projects, you will also submit a final 
reflection (500 polished words worth 
10% of your final grade) which explores 
what you learned about voice, audience, 
genre, analysis, and research and how the 
projects this term added to, challenged, or 
complicated your theories and practices 
of composing. While the final ePortfolio is 
not due until Monday, 4/29, we will start 
working on it far earlier in the class and 
upload work throughout the semester.

The final will also include a brief 7-10 
minute presentation on the composition 
portfolio, your semester’s topic, and major 
points in your reflection.



COURSE POLICIES
Attendance
FSU’s Composition Program maintains 
a strict attendance policy to which this 
course adheres: an excess of two weeks 
of absences is grounds for failure. For 
this class, an excess of four absences is 
grounds for failure. You are required to 
be an active member of the ENC 2135 
classroom community, and if you do not 
attend class regularly, you cannot fulfill 
that requirement. You should always 
inform me, ahead of time when possible, 
about why you miss class. Save your 
absences for when you get sick or for 
family emergencies. If you do miss class, it 
is your responsibility to get notes from a 
fellow student in class. I will not respond to 
emails along the lines of, “Hey Noah, what 
did I miss?” Important: missed conferences 
count as two absences.

If you have an excellent reason for going 
over the allowed number of absences, you 

As a way to reflect collectively and 
prepare for class participation, you will be 
prompted to post to the course discussion 
board after completing selected course 
readings. Each post must contain two 
analytical questions about the reading, 
its content, its argument, or its style and 
one comment that responds to a peer’s 
question. Responses should be no less 
than 150 words, so questions ought to be 
developed enough to necessitate that level 
of response. Questions are due by 10 p.m. 
the night before class, and responses are 
due by the start of class. 

*In-class participation and blogs together 
equal the grade. You will not receive full 
points, even if you complete all blogs, if 
you are frequently tardy, unprepared, or do 
not participate in class.

Blogs (5%)

This minor assignment corresponds 
to the presentation mentioned in the 
E-Portfolio Final under Major Assingments. 
This informal presentation will detail the 
process of composing your portfolio, 
give you a chance to ask for feedback, 
and discuss the choices you have made 
in its composition. It will also briefly 
introduce your topic for the semester 
and the process of exploring this topic 
across genres. Finally, this presentation 
should consider lessons gleaned in your 
final reflection. Presentations should last 
between 7-10 minutes. A possible outline 
could look like:

E-Portfolio Presentation (10%)

• a short introduction to your social or 
political problem; 

• a short description of the layout of your 
portfolio; 

• a rationale for your choices made 
(e.g., layout, color, introductions, tabs 
included, etc.);

• a discussion of your writing processs 
and the ways it evolved throughout the 
course as you move about the projects 
included on the portfolio;

• what you learned about your social or 
political issue throughout the research 
process;

• what challenges arose during your 
research process;

• triumphs during the research process.

work. Journals assigned outside of class 
will be due Fridays at 11:59 p.m.



should call Undergraduate Studies—(850) 
644-2451—and make an appointment 
to discuss your situation with a dean. If 
you can provide proper documentation 
of extreme circumstances (for example, 
a medical situation or some other crisis 
that resulted in you having to miss more 
than the allowed number of classes), 
Undergraduate Studies will work with you. 

Important Note: FSU’s Composition 
Program Attendance Policy does not 
violate the University Attendance 
Policy that appears in the “University 
Policies” section later in this syllabus. 
The Composition Program Attendance 
Policy simply specifies the number of 
allowed absences, whereas the University 
Attendance Policy does not.

Civility (Jerk) Clause
This class will tolerate neither disruptive 
language nor disruptive behavior. 
Disruptive language includes, but is not 
limited to, violent and/or belligerent and/
or insulting remarks, including sexist, 
racist, homophobic or anti-ethnic slurs, 
bigotry, and disparaging commentary, 
either spoken or written (offensive slang 
is included in this category). While each 
of you have a right to your own opinions, 
inflammatory language founded in 
ignorance or hate is unacceptable and 
will be dealt with immediately. Disruptive 
behavior includes the use of cell phones, 
pagers or any other form of electronic 
communication during the class session 
(email, web-browsing). Disruptive behavior 
also includes whispering or talking when 
another member of the class is speaking 
or engaged in relevant conversation 
(remember that I am a member of this class 
as well). This classroom functions on the 

premise of respect, and you will be asked 
to leave the classroom if you violate any 
part of this statement. You will also send 
me an email that indicates you have read 
and understand this policy.

First Year Comp Drop Policy
This course is NOT eligible to be dropped 
in accordance with the “Drop Policy” 
adopted by the Faculty Senate in Spring 
2004. The Undergraduate Studies Dean 
will not consider drop requests for a 
First-Year Composition course unless 
there are extraordinary and extenuating 
circumstances utterly beyond the student’s 
control (e.g. death of a parent or sibling, 
illness requiring hospitalization, etc.). The 
Faculty Senate specifically eliminated 
First-Year Composition courses from 
the University Drop Policy because of 
the overriding requirement that First-
Year Composition be completed during 
students’ initial enrollment at FSU.

Late Work Policy
Discussion board posts, journal entries, 
and working drafts of the compositions will 
not be accepted for late credit unless other 
arrangements are made with me ahead of 
time. If the three major compositions are 
not submitted on their due dates will be 
penalized one letter grade per day late.

Opportunity to Revise “Final” 
Drafts
All “Final Drafts” are still workable 
drafts. You will have the opportunity 
to potentially better your grade if you 
substantively revise and resubmit your 
work with the E-Portfolio. Substantive 
revisions go beyond mere surface copy 
editing to reinterpret or reimagine, ask 



deeper or different questions, incorporate 
new ideas, characters, scenes, places, 
arguments, or conceptional frameworks. A 
500-word process note must accompany 
any works you wish to be reevaluated. 
The note should outline what revisions 
you made, why you made them, and what 
you’ve learned from the process.

Conferences
Conferences are an essential component 
of improving one’s writing as well as an 
opportunity for us to have a one-on-one, 
low-stakes dialogue about your work. 
Each student is required to meet at least 
twice with me individually during this 
course. This is a chance for us to discuss 
strategies for improving your writing or any 
other concerns you have regarding your 
progress in this course. We will schedule 
conferences ahead of time. Class will be 
cancelled the week of the conference. 
Therefore, attendance at your conference 
counts for TWO classes. If you fail to 
arrive at your assigned time on these days, 
I will count your missed appointment as 
two absences. Do not be late to your 
conference!

Workshops
Workshops are an important component 
of this course.  On workshop days, you are 
required to have your most current draft 
uploaded to Canvas by class time.  Should 
you miss a workshop day or come to class 
unprepared, you will be marked absent for 
the day. You are considered unprepared if 
you do not have a draft uploaded or if you 
upload a draft that does not meet the draft 
requirements

Syllabus Change Policy
Except for changes that substantially affect 
implementation of the evaluation (grading) 
statement, this syllabus is a guide for 
the course and is subject to change with 
advance notice.

Other Information:

Reading/Writing Center (RWC) 
The Reading/Writing Center, with 
locations in Williams (Room 222C), 
Strozier Library, and Johnston Ground, 
offers writing support to all FSU students, 
including first-year undergraduates, 
students in all majors, international and 
other ELL students, CARE students, 
student athletes, and graduate students 
across the disciplines. Its approach to 
tutoring is to provide guidance to help 
students grow as writers, readers and 
critical thinkers by developing strategies 
to help writers in many situations. RWC 
tutors act as a practice audience for 
students’ ideas and writing, helping them 
develop their writing in many areas.

RWC hours vary each semester. To 
view the RWC schedule or make an 
appointment with a consultant, please visit 
http://fsu.mywconline.com/.

Digital Studio
The FSU Digital Studio provides support 
to students working individually or in 
groups on a variety of digital projects, 
such as designing a web site, developing 
an E-Portfolio for a class, creating a blog, 
selecting images for a visual essay, adding 
voiceover to a presentation, or writing 
a script for a podcast. We currently 
offer consultation at two locations, 

http://fsu.mywconline.com/


UNIVERSITY POLICIES
Confidentiality and Mandatory 
Reporting
As an instructor, one of my responsibilities 
is to help create a safe learning 
environment on our campus. It is my goal 
that you feel able to share information 
related to your life experiences in 
classroom discussions, in your written 
work, and in our one-on-one meetings. I 
will seek to keep information you share 
private to the greatest extent possible. 
However, I also have a mandatory 
reporting responsibility related to my role. I 
am required to share information regarding 
sexual misconduct or information 
about a crime. Students may speak to 
someone confidentially by contacting 
FSU’s Victim Advocate Program: 
Daytime: 850.644.7161, 850.644.2277, 
or 850.645.0086; Nights, Weekends & 
Holidays: 850.644.1234 (FSUPD). Ask to 
speak to the on-call advocate. http://dos.
fsu.edu/vap/.

The University Counseling Center also 
provides confidential support for trauma 
and mental health crises. Students may 
visit the Counseling Center on a walk-in 

Williams 222B and Johnston G0062. 
Consultants in the Digital Studio offer 
assistance in composing digital and 
multimedia assignments/projects and 
work collaboratively to give feedback or 
troubleshoot problems that arise.

Students who attend the Digital Studio 
are not required to work with a tutor: 
The Digital Studio is also open to those 
seeking to work on their own to complete 
assignments/projects or to improve overall 
capabilities in digital communication. 
However, tutor availability and workspace 
are limited so appointments are 
recommended.

Digital Studio hours vary by semester. To 
view the schedule or make an appointment 
at the Johnston Digital Studio, please visit 
http://fsu.mywconline.com.
To view the schedule or make an 
appointment at the Williams Digital Studio, 
please visit http://wr.english.fsu.edu/
Williams-Digital-Studio/Schedule-an-
Appointment.
 
Plagiarism 
Plagiarism is grounds for suspension from 
the university as well as for failure in 
this course. It will not be tolerated. Any 
instance of plagiarism must be reported to 
the Director of College Composition and 
the Director of Undergraduate Studies. 
Plagiarism is a counterproductive, non-
writing behavior that is unacceptable 
in a course intended to aid the growth 
of individual writers. Plagiarism is 
included among the violations defined 
in the Academic Honor Code, section 
b), paragraph 2, as follows: “Regarding 
academic assignments, violations of 
the Academic Honor Code shall include 

representing another’s work or any part 
thereof, be it published or unpublished, as 
one’s own.” 

A plagiarism education assignment 
that further explains this issue will be 
administered in all ENC 2135 courses 
during the second week of class. Each 
student will be responsible for completing 
the assignment and asking questions 
regarding any parts they do not fully 
understand. 

http://dos.fsu.edu/vap/
http://dos.fsu.edu/vap/
http://fsu.mywconline.com
http://wr.english.fsu.edu/Williams-Digital-Studio/Schedule-an-Appointment
http://wr.english.fsu.edu/Williams-Digital-Studio/Schedule-an-Appointment
http://wr.english.fsu.edu/Williams-Digital-Studio/Schedule-an-Appointment


basis to schedule a same-day appointment 
with a counselor. Walk in hours are M-F: 
8-4.
250 Askew Student Life Building, 942 
Learning Way, Tallahassee, FL 32306-
4175;
Phone: (850) 644-TALK (8255); Fax: (850) 
644-3150. https://counseling.fsu.edu/.

University Attendance Policy
Excused absences include documented 
illness, deaths in the family and other 
documented crises, call to active military 
duty or jury duty, religious holy days, 
and official University activities. These 
absences will be accommodated in a way 
that does not arbitrarily penalize students 
who have a valid excuse. Consideration 
will also be given to students whose 
dependent children experience serious 
illness. Because ENC 2135 (and the 
College Composition program, generally) 
allows 4 absences, it does not recognize 
a difference between excused and 
unexcused absences.

Americans with Disabilities Act
Students with disabilities needing 
academic accommodation should: (1) 
register with and provide documentation 
to the Student Disability Resource Center; 
and (2) bring a letter to the instructor 
indicating the need for accommodation 
and what type. This should be done during 
the first week of class. This syllabus and 
other class materials are available in 
alternative format upon request. For more 
information about services available to 
FSU students with disabilities, contact the: 
Student Disability Resource Center 
874 Traditions Way 
108 Student Services Building 

Florida State University Tallahassee, FL 
32306-4167 
(850) 644-9566 (voice) 
(850) 644-8504 (TDD) 
sdrc@admin.fsu.edu 
http://www.disabilitycenter.fsu.edu/ 

Academic Honor Policy
The Florida State University Academic 
Honor Policy outlines the University’s 
expectations for the integrity of students’ 
academic work, the procedures for 
resolving alleged violations of those 
expectations, and the rights and 
responsibilities of students and faculty 
members throughout the process. 
Students are responsible for reading the 
Academic Honor Policy and for living 
up to their pledge to “…be honest and 
truthful and…[to] strive for personal and 
institutional integrity at Florida State 
University.” (Florida State University 
Academic Honor Policy, found at http://
fda.fsu.edu/Academics/Academic-Honor-
Policy.)

Free Tutoring from FSU
On-campus tutoring and writing assistance 
is available for many courses at Florida 
State University. For more information, 
visit the Academic Center for Excellence 
(ACE) Tutoring Services’ comprehensive 
list of on-campus tutoring options at 
http://ace.fsu.edu/tutoring or tutor@fsu.
edu. High-quality tutoring is available by 
appointment and on a walk-in basis. These 
services are offered by tutors trained to 
encourage the highest level of individual 
academic success while upholding personal 
academic integrity.

https://counseling.fsu.edu/
http://fda.fsu.edu/Academics/Academic-Honor-Policy
http://fda.fsu.edu/Academics/Academic-Honor-Policy
http://fda.fsu.edu/Academics/Academic-Honor-Policy
http://ace.fsu.edu/tutoring or tutor@fsu.edu
http://ace.fsu.edu/tutoring or tutor@fsu.edu


Liberal Studies for the 21st 
Century
The Liberal Studies for the 21st Century 
Program at Florida State University 
builds an educational foundation that 
will enable FSU graduates to thrive both 
intellectually and materially and to support 
themselves, their families, and their 
communities through a broad and critical 
engagement with the world in which they 
live and work. Liberal Studies thus offers 
a transformative experience. This course 
has been approved as meeting the Liberal 
Studies requirements for English and thus 
is designed to help you become a clear, 
creative, and convincing communicator, as 
well as a critical reader. 



TENTATIVE SCHEDULE
Date Class Focus To Do

Week One
Mon., 1/7 Introductions; 

Partner interviews; 
Syllabus activity; 
Course requirements; 
Introduction to Canvas; 
Letters

Get book (you need it, folks!); Read: “Composition as a 
Write of Passage” & Bedford Book of Genres (BBG) Ch. 1 
“Understanding Genres.”

Blog addressing either reading. Bring copies of both texts 
to class for discussion.

Journal: This journal will be your letter to me. In this letter, 
introduce yourself, tell me your experiences with writing, 
and discuss your expectations for this class. What do you 
want from this semester? (Journals due Fri. by 11:59pm).

Wed., 1/9 Discuss social and political 
problems; Define Genre; 
Introduce Project One 

DUE: Blog addressing Mon.’s reading. Bring copy of text to 
class for discussion. 

Read: Annotated Bitzer’s “Rhetorical Situation.” Remember: 
this was discussed in Ch. 1.

Journal 2: Free write on three social or political problems 
that have directly affected you. Spend 5-10 minutes on 
each event. (Journals due Fri. by 11:59pm).

Week Two
Mon., 1/14 Reading discussion: 

Define rhetoric and 
Rhetorical Stituation; 
activity

Conference Sign-Up

Readings: Reference BBG Ch. 2-4 as needed to help 
generate ideas and start drafting. No blog to give 
you extra time to write draft one of your essay. 

Journal 3: What’s a genre? What are some elements of a 
genre? What’s a rhetorical situation and why 
does it matter? (Journals due Fri. by 11:59pm).

Wed., 1/16 NO CLASS; Conferences DUE: Draft One of Analytical Essay

Class will not be held at our regular time; instead, bring a 
draft of your essay during your conference time to Sweet 
Shop (701 W. Jefferson St.). Please arrive 5 minutes before 
your conference time; remember, missing a conference 
counts as two (2) absences... so definitely come!

Reading: “Backpacks vs. Briefcases” and BBG Ch. 7

Journal 4: Complete this journal before your conference. 
Consider: What are the strengths of your first draft? 
What are its weaknesses? What challenges did you run 
into? What questions did you have? How can I help you? 
Think of this journal as a way to plan and streamline your 
conference.



Week Three
Mon., 1/21 NO CLASS; MLK Day Enjoy your day off! Draft, sleep, relax, and most 

importantly, remember why this day is celebrated.
Wed., 1/23 NO CLASS; Conferences Class will not be held at our regular time; instead, bring 

a draft of your essay during your assigned conference 
time to Sweet Shop (701 W. Jefferson St.). Please arrive 5 
minutes before your conference time; remember, missing 
a conference counts as two (2) absences... so definitely 
come!

Week Four
Mon., 1/28 Conference reflection: 

how’d they go?

Discussion and Activity: 
Summary vs. Analysis

Read “Responding—Really Responding—to Other Students’ 
Writing”

Journal 5: What is the difference between summary and 
analysis? Pick a five minute YouTube clip and summarize 
it in three sentences or less. Then, analyze the clip: What 
is going on in the clip? What is its genre, and how does it 
stack up to other clips in this genre? Is it an effective clip?

Wed., 1/30 Introduce & do Peer 
Workshop

DUE: Draft Two of Analytical Essay

Bring a printed copy of the second draft of your analytical 
essay.

Read: BBG Ch. 10 and “Shitty First Drafts”

Blog addressing reading

Journal 6: What feedback did you get from your peers? 
Which of it will you use? What will you disregard? Why?

Week Five
Mon., 2/4 Discussion: Editing vs. 

Revising

Introduce & Discuss 
E-Portfolio; begin 
exploring options

DUE: Blog addressing reading.

Bring your laptops to class! If you don’t have a laptop, you 
can rent one from Strozier.

No readings or journals to help with finishing your essay. 
Happy writing!

Wed., 2/6 Open-mic on Project One. 
Thoughts? How was it?

Introduce Project Two.

DUE: Final Draft of Analytical Essay

Read “CARS” and BBG Ch. 11; 

Blog addressing reading.

Journal 7: Feeding off of our class discussion, how was 
project one? What are you proud of? What would you 
change? How did this feel in comparison to your writing in 
high school? What are you going to keep in mind re: your 
process for project two?



Week Six
Mon., 2/11 Beginning to research: 

evaluating sources and 
generating research 
questions

DUE: Blog

Readings: Play with Purdue OWL’s MLA guide and BBG 
Ch. 12

Journal 8: Create 10 research questions that are related to 
your chosen topic for the semester.

Wed., 2/13 LIBRARY RESEARCH 
DAY: Meet at Strozier 
(Need to confirm)

Meet at Strozier Library to learn about the research-
oriented resources offered at FSU. Bring your topic and 
research question.

Reading: BBG Ch. 13; Blog addressing this reading.

Journal 9: What questions, if any, do you still have about 
research? What did you learn? What did you wish you had 
been able to learn? Are you feeling more confident going 
into the research essay after this session?

Week Seven
Mon., 2/18 Exploring Genre: The 

Academic Essay
DUE: Blog 

Reading: This is a quick, 1-page guide on the genre of 
annotated bibliographies. Use it as a reference!

Wed., 2/20 The Annotated 
Bibliography and the 
Purdue OWL

Work on Annotated Bibliography

No readings or journals to help you prepare for your 
annotated bib

Week Eight
Mon., 2/25 Continuing with Academic 

Genres
In-Class: Read and dissect/discuss student essays in 
academic genres and address more questions about the 
annotated bibliography.

Readings: Read this 1-page guide on logical fallacies
Wed., 2/27 Logic and Argumentation DUE: Annotated Bib

Readings: Writing Introductions, Conclusions, & a Thesis

Journal 10: Find an example of a logical fallacy being used: 
in your own writing, on social media, a text exchange with 
your friend, in the media, etc. Which fallacy is it? And why?

Week Nine
Mon., 3/4 Workshop: Finding and 

defending your thesis.
Sign up for conferences

No readings to help you write your first draft; but, 
reference BBG Ch. 7 as needed

No journal to give you time to write.

https://writingcommons.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=397:how-to-write-a-compelling-conclusion&catid=440&Itemid=295
https://writingcommons.org/logical-fallacies
https://writingcommons.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=396:how-to-write-an-engaging-introduction&catid=440&Itemid=295
https://writingcommons.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=397:how-to-write-a-compelling-conclusion&catid=440&Itemid=295
https://writingcommons.org/the-thesis
https://yourlogicalfallacyis.com/


Wed., 3/6 NO CLASS: Conferences DUE: First Draft Research Essay 

Meet in Sweet Shop for conferences.

Journal 11: (Complete before your conference) What are 
the strenghts of your first draft? Its weaknesses? What 
specific items would you like to focus on? What feedback 
is helpful to you at this stage?

Week Ten
Mon., 3/11 NO CLASS: Conferences No class: Meet in Sweet Shop for conferences.
Wed., 3/13 NO CLASS: I will be 

attending a conference in 
Pittsburgh

Work on essays in light of conference feedback. I will 
organize group workshops remotely on Google Docs—it is 
in your best interest to use this space, but not required; we 
will have in-class peer review after draft two, as well.

Week Eleven (NO CLASS: SPRING BREAK)
Mon., 3/18 SPRING BREAK NO CLASS
Wed., 3/20 SPRING BREAK NO CLASS

Week Twelve
Mon., 3/25 Peer Workshop DUE: Research Essay Second Draft

Read: “Annoying Ways People Use Sources”

Journal 12: We’re getting to that point of the semester 
where project two will be due soon, project three is on the 
horizon, and the culmination of an E-Portfolio on the way. 
How are you doing? What concerns do you have? What 
questions? What can we talk about to ease some mid-late 
semester stress?

Wed., 3/27 Check-in: What do you 
need?

No readings or journals to assist with the completion of 
draft three.
Week Thirteen

Mon., 4/1 Open-mic: How was 
project two? Are we still 
alive?

Introduce Project Three

DUE: RESEARCH ESSAY FINAL DRAFT

Reading: Remix and Remediation: One, Two, Three

Blog on readings.

Journal 13: How was Project Two? What went well? What 
would you change if you could? What are you thinking 
about going into Project Three?

Wed., 4/3 Making a difference 
through genre; Remix and 
remediation

DUE: Blog

Readings: BBG Ch. 15

Journal 14: Describe the genre conventions of one of your 
genres. How is your text going to conform to this genre? 
Will it subvert the genre in any interesting ways?

https://writingcommons.org/new-media-communication/multimedia-communication/411-remediation
https://writingcommons.org/text-to-visual-remediation
https://writingcommons.org/text-to-text-remediation


Week Fourteen
Mon., 4/8 Defining key terms, 

practicing remix and 
remediation, and drafting

DUE: Draft One of the Cross-Genre Project

No readings to give you time to draft the genre project.

Final Journal: What have you learned about your process 
this semester?

Wed., 4/10 Practicing portfolios, 
revisiting and revising, and 
drafting 

Readings: Not required, but BBG Ch: 16-19 can help with 
genre ideas for the final project.

Week Fifteen
Mon., 4/15 E-Portfolio Workshop Today is dedicated to workshopping and independently 

working on your portfolios. What concerns do you have? 
What would you like to ask me and your peers?

Wed., 4/17 Peer Workshop DUE: Draft Two of Cross-Genre Project

Today is dedicated to workshopping and independently 
working on your cross genre projects. What concerns do 
you have? What would you like to ask me and your peers?

Sign up for Informal E-Portfolio Presentations
Week Sixteen

Mon., 4/22 Presentations DUE: Final Draft Cross-Genre Project

Reminder, the E-Portfolio is due 11:59p.m., Monday, 4/29.
Wed., 4/24 Presentations Reminder, the E-Portfolio is due 11:59p.m., Monday, 4/29.

Week Seventeen (Finals Week)
Mon., 4/29 NO CLASS Due: Final E-Portfolio
Wed., 5/1 NO CLASS


